
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

  

 

GARDEN  
GAMES 
 
 
 

DURATION 
60 – 180 minutes 
 

 
REQUIREMENTS 
Sufficient space  
outside / inside  
dependent on final  
activity choices 
 

 
GUEST NOS. 
10- 300 guests 

 
 

Create a lovely, relaxed atmosphere with a selection of garden games 
and entertainment perfect for BBQ’s, conference lunches and much 
more! 
 
The scene is set outdoors with an array of activities so, whether you’re testing your 
accuracy on Quoits, steady hand on Beat the Buzzer, balancing on the Surf Simulator or 
holding on tight on the Bucking Bronco, all these games are great fun and offer an exciting 
enhancement to any event. 
 
The games are achievable, interesting and fun and the event is run on an informal basis 
with guests taking part at their leisure. We can provide our amazing Fun Photo Studio inside 
with the opportunity of personalised backgrounds.   
 
Candy floss, Popcorn and Ice-cream barrows can all be arranged as well as a Pimms Bike 
to add another aspect to the event! 
 
“We had a fabulous day with typical British outdoor activities. Our guests were 
impressed. Your staff were very professional, funny and friendly” Hengeler Mueller 
 

https://vimeo.com/825457828


 

 

  

GAMES – INDOORS OR OUTDOORS 
 

Basketball Shoot Out 
A skilful game of basketball with players seeking to ‘shoot’ as many baskets as possible in a head to 
head game against the clock! 
 

Giant Bar Skittles 
A giant version of this simple but tricky English pub game, where players seek to knock down as many 
pins as possible, with just three swings of the ball. 
 

Giant Connect 4 
Strategy and skill combine in our giant version of this well-known game where players must get four 
of the discs in either a horizontal, vertical or diagonal line. 
 

Giant Chess 
Our giant board is a great addition to your event, for the brainiacs amongst your group! 
 

Bucking Bronco 
A life-sized Steer on an inflatable bed our rodeo bull bucks, spins and turns under the control of our 
experienced operator – the challenge is to see how long you remain seated before you bite the dust!! 
 

Giant Jenga 
A game of skill and cunning where, having built the tower, players take it in turns to remove a block 
and add it to the top without making the tower tumble. 
 

Giant Ker-Plunk 
Played in singles or pairs, a game to really get the strategists going as they take it in turns to withdraw 
sticks with the winners making the fewest balls drop. 
 

Quoits 
A traditional fairground game played on a decorative backboard with accuracy and a light touch 
needed to successfully throw the hoops onto the pegs. 
 

Surf Simulator 
Keep your feet on the board and your eyes on the clock. A sense of balance is needed on our full-
size board as you ride the waves before a ‘wipe-out’ sends you crashing! 
 

Crazy Golf 
Try your hand at our six crazy golf holes, you will need to navigate over a bridge, through a castle and 
round a few bends but on the way, you may discover that you are a budding Tiger Woods! 
 

Giant Dominoes 
This classic game requires little explanation… our Giant Dominoes are a timeless classic, sure to 
appeal to all age groups. 
 

Football Speed Gun Challenge 
No finesse or skill involved in this one… just brute force & leg power! 
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Bowls 
The game is played as either singles or doubles and after each ‘end’ points are scored by being 
nearest to the Jack. 
 

Ball in the Clown’s Mouth 
Strategy and skill is needed on this game. Simply land your ball in the specified holes to win. Precision 
is needed as the smaller the hole the greater the points. 
 

Duck shoot/Cork Shooting 
Quack, quack, oops! This is Popgun fun for everyone. Can you dunk the duck as it swims across the 
pond? Sounds easy but a steady hand and nerves of steel are required to bag the top popgun title. 
 

Hook-a-Duck 
Can you catch one of our fast swimming ducks and win a prize? Concentration and a steady hand are 
needed to hook one of our Quack Pack! This well-known game is loved by all ages! 
 

Table Football 
A frantic game of table top football with a win bonus for the victors and nothing for the losers. Should 
there be a draw at full time the winner is decided with a golden goal. 
 

Croquet 
You can always get the ball rolling with croquet! Whilst in theory is a relaxing & low impact game in 
reality a competitive edge & ruthless nature often shine through! 
 

Coconut Shy 
Roll-a boll-a roll-a penny at throw! Big ones, small ones, some as big as your head… Try your luck 
and give it your best shot as we transport you back to the palm fringed beaches of the Caribbean. 
 

Test your Strength 
Roll-up, roll-up and test your strength! Swing the hammer to send the block to the top of the tower and 
ring the bell on this traditional fairground game. 
 

Splat the Rat 
A game of fast reflexes as teams try to ‘splat’ the rat with a baseball bat as it emerges at full speed 
from the drainpipe! 
 

Speed Pool (Flat hardstanding or indoors) 
The traditional American bar game played against the clock with players taking alternate shots to clear 
the table. 
 

Darts  
A traditional pub game played with players vying to 'go round the clock' in the fastest possible time or 
outscore an opponent in a head-to-head contest. 
 

Giant Snakes & Ladders  
You are literally in the heart of the game… as having rolled our giant dice, you move around our giant 
board in this light-hearted classic! 
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Tin Can Alley 
Test your aim on this traditional fairground game. How many cans will you successfully take down? 
 

Catch It reaction game 
10 items suspended above you head… are released with a random drop pattern from our automated 
standing frame, the aim is to catch the falling items hence only those with cat like reflexes shall prevail! 
 

Shuffleboard/Curling 
A take on the pub classic game, our 10ft long shuffleboard mimics the popular game of Curling – and 
is sure to get the competitive fires burning, as teams compete to show the steadiest hand! 
 

Mega Wire 
This classic fairground game of a steady hand combined with nerve and control. Players simply guide 
the hand-held wand over the wire without to see how far they get before they touch the live wire and 
are zapped. (Two games). 
 

Welly Wanging (Outdoors only) 
Competitors are required to hurl a Wellington Boot as far as possible within boundary lines, from a 
standing or running start. How far can you chuck a welly, beware it can get very competitive! 
 

Batak (Indoors only) 
The object of the game is very simple – ‘hit’ as many lights as you can in a given time period – usually 
60 seconds. Amazingly addictive and brilliant fun to watch – can you beat the world record? 
 

Grab It (Indoors only) 
This unique reaction game sees all 5 lights brightly lit – the winner will wait for one to go out & Grab It! 
 

Rolla Bingo 
This attractively packaged 4 person gane will bring out the competitive side of even the most mild-
mannered amongst us… as players compete to fill their grid by rolling the balls with a deft touch! 
 

Roller Bowler 
Imported from the US, do you have the deftness of touch to stop the ball in its tracks?! 
 

Roll a Coin 
Test your aim on this traditional fairground game for the ages, this simple yet highly visual and addictive 
game gives everybody a chance to win our mystery prizes! 
 

SOMETHING EXTRA! 
 

Food Barrows 
Choose from popcorn, candyfloss, pick ‘n’ mix or donuts to add a sweet treat to your event. We can 
also provide ice-cream and Pimm’s bikes to add a little theatre. 
 

Mix and Mingle Entertainers 
Bring your event alive with these magical characters who will walk, talk and entertain your guests … 
great for photo opportunities! There are a number of disciplines available such as stilt walkers, dancers 
& balloon modellers.  
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EVENT MANAGEMENT 
Included within our price, we provide a full Management Package which incorporates: 
•  Pre-event client liaison  
•  £10 million Public Liability Insurance 
•  Co-ordination and onsite management of the event 
•  All equipment, staff and activities 
 
 
ADDITIONAL PRICING INFORMATION 
We do not charge additional expenses (accommodation for example) on any of our 
standard events. The prices quoted are our total cost to you.  
The price is only exclusive of your site fees, venue and catering costs.  
 

 
 


